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London Stone Carving was established in 2014, to provide 

a complete service in Architectural and sculptural projects. 

Working closely with clients from conception to completion 

we provide an expert, personal and comprehensive service.

Approach and Philosophy

Carving stone demands more than a mastery of the craft; 

the carver must supplement their skills with knowledge 

of period style, ornament and construction techniques 

to interpret designs and produce work for any context 

traditional, classical or contemporary. Projects employ 

the individual strengths of our team members from our 

expert draughtsmanship through to skilful and considerate 

installation. We take pride in applying the highest attention to 

detail on every project from small memorial to monumental 

and architectural. Our sensitivity to Artistic form and historic 

detail, combined with our traditional and contemporary 

techniques allow us to produce outstanding and timeless 

sculptural work on any scale to tight deadlines.

Overview
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Stone Carving

From Quarry Block to Gargoyle or 

Capital, our expert knowledge allows 

us to identify, source and sculpt from 

any natural Stone, producing work with 

permanence and gravity. Our passion for 

sculpture and architectural ornament has 

led us to work on some of England’s finest 

buildings; from Romanesque churches 

to Gothic Revival Manors.  Recent 

projects of note include; the restoration of 

Pitzhanger Manor (2017), Gunnersbury 

house (2016), Ripon Cathedral (2015) and 

St George’s chapel Windsor(2004-2017).



Chimney Pieces

Over the years we have had the 

pleasure of working on some 

magnificent fireplaces. The exacting 

and varied nature of the work required 

to create chimney pieces is an art 

which requires our carver’s full 

skill set to be put to use. Whether 

fabrication or restoration, we have the 

traditional skills to create fireplaces 

of elegant refinement or extravagant 

ornamentation. The fireplace featured 

here is installed in the Great North 

Bedchamber of Strawberry hill house 

after extensive restoration; carved 

indents, re-fixing, cleaning and gilding.



London stone carving work closely with Carver and Master bricklayer Daniel 

Mundy. Collaborative projects include the reinstatement of 12 ornate carved 

brick panels at Draycott House, Chelsea.  The panels, which are spread over 

four floors of the façade, form an intrinsic part of this rare ‘knock down and 

rebuild’ project where the reproduction & reinstatement of the entire brick 

facade was required.   The historical significance of the building & its location 

required each panel to be sensitively redesigned in keeping with the character 

and aesthetic of the surrounding architecture.  The redesign, traditional gauged 

brick work and carving of the brick panels was carried out by the team in 2015.

Brick Carving



Kew observatory Boathouse built by 

Sam Lee and Mike Jenson

London Stone carving are highly 

skilled Masons both on the banker 

and on site. Our extensive skills 

allow us to provide a fully com-

prehensive service to a diverse 

range of clients in the ecclesiastic, 

private and public sectors. 

Masonry 



Lettercutting

All our Craftsmen are expert draftsmen, drawing 

letter forms by hand to be carved on sundials, 

memorials, headstones, commemorative plaques 

and sculptural pieces. Every letter is hand 

carved using the traditional method, the hand 

and chisel empowering each word.



In the U.K we are fortunate to have thousands 

of listed public and private buildings and 

monuments of national significance. Our 

training and experience enables us to carry 

out restoration and conservation work with 

the utmost sensitivity. With numerous 

qualifications in conservation and a broad 

knowledge of the field, we can advise on 

appropriate actions to ensure our rich cultural 

heritage is preserved for future generations. 

Our team has extensive experience of both 

stone and bronze sculptural conservation/

restoration, our team members have worked on 

projects in the Victoria and Albert museum, 

Buckingham Palace and the Soane museum.

Conservation



Our team is driven by a passion to produce sculptural 

and ornate works which pay expert attention to form, 

detail and context. We confidently tackle technically 

challenging and unique projects which employ our 

diverse specialist skills, working closely with our 

clients to create sculpture which is always striking 

and exceptional. Our work is featured in numerous 

prestigious exhibitions and can be found in private 

estates across the country. Our extensive training 

and thorough understanding of traditional sculptural 

processes equip us to create unique sculpture for any 

context, while Collaborating with other artists and 

designers is an opportunity we always welcome.

Sculpture



DR Richard Reid OBE, Worshipful 

Company of Masons; “I would have 

no hesitation in recommending 

London Stone Carving, a team 

who provide work of the highest 

standard. The team are all talented 

carvers & modellers, their coming 

together bodes well for the future”

“The Queen Elizabeth Scholarship 

Trust (QEST) supports craftspeople 

who endeavour to sustain 

craftsmanship within the United 

Kingdom. We are proud to have 

awarded scholarships to Tom Brown 

and Tom Nicholls of London Stone 

Carving, two highly skilled QEST 

Scholars, dedicated to their craft.”

Oliver Caroe Architects; “When we 

next need carvers, we know where 

to come.” 

Martin Ashley, Architect, said of 

our sculptures in an article for 

the Guardian newspaper; “These 

sculptures are full of imagination, 

wit and intelligence; they are little 

works of art absolutely in the spirit 

of the mediaeval originals”.

Testimonials
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